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Commutatorless Motor of Armature‑field Perpendicular Type
Utilizing D‑axis Damper Current

Yoji TAKEDA*, Shiro NisHiKAwA** and Takao HIRAsA*
(Redeived Novernber 15, 1983)

Commutatorless motgrs are widely used in industries as excellent variable speed
motors. They have, however, an important problem that their instantaneous torque
contains considerable pulsation. We proposed in a previous paper a commutatorless
motor of armature‑field perpendicular type which can eliminate this torque pulsation
in principle. In this paper we propose a simple method to realize it utilizing d‑axis

damper current.

1. introduction
Figure 1 shows the basic construction of the commutatorless motor of arma‑
ture‑field perpendicular type"2). In addition to the conventional d‑axis field wind‑

ing, it provides a q‑axis field winding. The q‑axis field winding is supplied with

an alternating current i,, whose frequency is six times the rotating one. By this
means, the resultant field winding axis rotates synchronously with the active arma‑

ture winding axis, keeping with it the right angle, and the motor will generate a
maximum constant torque without pulsation. But this basic construction requires
an additional apparatus to generate the sawtooth field current. In this paper a
simple method to obtain the sawtooth current by utilizing d‑axis damper current
is proposed, and the torque pulsation and commutation characterjstics are ana‑
lyzed. Some experimental results are also described.
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Basic construction of armature‑field perpendicular commutatorless motor.
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2. Basic Principle
Figure 2 shows a basic principle of armature‑field perpendicular type commu‑
tatorless motor utilizing d‑axis damper current. The conventional d‑axis field
coil acts also as a d‑axis damper winding. An alternating current ifd is induced
in the d‑axis field coil by a periodic fluctuation of equivalent armature winding.

The induced current is nearly sawtooth wavefbrm3), and this current can be used
as a q‑axis exciting current. Only the AC component ifd is led to the q‑axis field

winding through a capacitor C and blocked to flow to the DC source by a reactor
L. The firequency of ifd is six times the rotor frequency. Consequently, in the
steady state operation, fairly small L and C may well serve fbr this purpose. In
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Fig.2 Basicprinciple.
this system, the commutation margin angle of advance P must be set to an appro‑
priate value for the stable commutation. If we connect another alternating field
vurrent source (dotted part in Fig. 1) with the q‑axis winding in series, the d‑axis
field current is enlarged and a transformer voltage for the commutation is established

even if P=O. As a result, the torque pulsation decreases to a very small value
and the motor is able to start by itsel￡

3. Perfbrmanee Analysis

3.1 DamperWindingCurrent
rllie d‑axis field winding shown in Fig. 2 can be separated into two parts as

shown in Fig. 3, one conducts AC current and the other conducts DC current.
The mutual inductances between the active armature winding and d‑ or q‑field
winding are represented by the fo11owing equations.
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Ml,f‑M.f sin(e‑n16‑fi)=Ml,d

(1)

Mlxq=MaqCOS(0‑Zf6‑3)

(2)

The voltage equation of the damper circuit is

PMIidlh+(Rd+PLd)iq+PMhqlk+(Rq+PLg)ig=O

(3)

Then,

. Rda. toMhdq

(4)

Piq + L,, tg =‑ ‑‑i,, Ih COS (0 ‑n16+a.‑f9)
where, p == cUdt

Ldq Ld+Lq, Rdq=Rd+Rq
Mhdq=VMaZ+Ma:
aM=tan‑i(MhalMhd)=tan‑inad
Mh,IMhd ==KV'i E ‑LqlK VLa Ld =nqlnd ="ed
n,: number ofturns of q‑axis field winding
nd: number of turns of d‑axis field winding

K: coupling coeMcient between armature and field windings
If the damper winding resistance Rd, is neglected, the solution of Eq. 4 is, (even
if Rd, is not neglected, the results are almost the same)

iq='t4'11qi.(‑;‑sin(aM fi)‑sin(e ‑Z6‑‑+a.‑p)]
Figure 4 shows the calculated results of the normalized current iN,

(5)
(=iaLda!IliMhdg)
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Experimental damper current (B=20Q).
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and Fig. 5 shows the experimental results at fi==200. Both the figures show, as
expected, that q‑axis field current is approximately the sawtooth waveform. In
this system, as i, flows through both the d‑ and q‑axis field windings, a d‑axis alter‑

nating MMF IZ is generated as well as a q‑axis alternating MMF 4. The resultant
MMFs of d‑ and q‑axis field winding are shown in Fig. 6. It is seen that the re‑

sultant field MMF has a maximum at 0=O and a minimum at 0 = rc13. The dis‑
placement from the d‑axis is smaller than z!6 at e==O and greater than z16 at
0=z!3. Consequently, the perfect perpendicular condition of the armature and
field is impossible to perform in this system, but nearly perpendicular condition
is able to obtain under a certain circumstance.

3.2 instantaneous Torque
The instantaneous torque fbr a' non‑salient machine is given by

T= If lli 2iitl Mlif+ iq llr zSt (Mlxd+ Mlie) (6)
The first term of the right side of Eq. (6) represents the essential active torque T.,
the second term represents the sum rd, of the torques by the d‑ and q‑axis field wind‑
ings. From Eqs, (1), (2), (5), and (6)

T ==: T.+ rd, =Mhflflh cos (e ‑n16 ‑f9)

+ZIil:iqiZ[; sin (aM‑p) cos(e‑‑ii‑+a.‑ie)

‑lll sin (2(e‑‑ii‑+aM‑P)]] (7)
The calculated results of the instantaneous torque at fi=200 are shown in Fjg. 7.
T" and I" are the normalized values by the fbllowing equations.

.N=Maf4 r, Ii= Lalh (s)

Mhfl)r4

In this system, by the effect of alternating MMF FE, the minimum torque pulsation
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is not given at 3=O. As i, is proportional to 4, in the case of shunt motor, the
instantaneous torque is affected by 4. But in the series motor, the fbllowing rela‑
tionship exists.

K2Ii =K i511:"L, =Ki:t',=i(h.f (9)
n.f: turn ratio of armature winding to d‑axis field winding

Therefbre, the instantaneous torque of the series motor is not affected by 4. The

torque only depens on the machine structure and P. The calculated results of
the torque pulsation ratio R. at P=200 are shown in Fig. 8. R. becomes fairly
small when K2I" is about O.5t‑vO.9 and n,d is about IAv2.5. But, this condition
of K2Ii means a considerable heavy load, so that it is preferable to use a copper
machine fbr this system. One of the methods for reducing the effect of the d‑axis
alternating MMF is to lead the position of the q‑axis field winding by P,. The

calculated results of R. at 3=200, P,=200 are shown in Fig. 9. Comparing with
Fig. 8, n,d provided with the minimum R. is smaller than that of R, ==O.
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Fig. 8 Torque pulsation ratio (B=200). Fig. 9 Torque pulsation ratio (fl= 200, B,=200).

3.3 AyerageTorque
The average torque over one commutation period z!3 is
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Fig. 10 Average torque.
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T O･955Il,rll,MhfCOS fi+O.0425¥lf,2qlZ sin 2(aM‑P) (10)
The normalized average torque (T"‑7‑7Mhfl}Ih) is shown in Fig. 10. It is seen
that the average torque slightly increases with K2Ir when the condition of small
torque pulsation (P ==200,Nt300, K2Ii‑O.5t'vO.9, n,d=1N2.5) is satisfied.

3.4 Instantaneous Induced Voltage of Active Armature VVinding

The instantaneous induced voltage of the active armature winding is given as
fo11ows.

ea VamRaL
==Ilfadlt Mlif+iq ddt (Mlid+Mhq)+(Mlid+MIig)dt ie
‑ (vllf},I? cos (e ‑n16 ‑P) + ‑C‑"‑ ‑tth lll‑g‑ Ih [i sin (aM ‑f9)

xcos(e‑6fz+a. fi)‑sin {2(0‑z16+a. P)}] (11)
The normalized induced voltage ebl (=e.1toMbfl)) at fi=200 and n,d‑1 is shown in

Fig. 11. Though the torque pulsation is minimum when K2Ii is about O.5 as shown
in Fig. 7. The waveform of ebl somewhat declines as indicated in Fig. 11.
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Fig. 11 Instantaneous induced voltage (fi =200, n4d==1).

4. Experimental Results
The motor used in the test was a6 poles, three phase wound type induction

motor, rated at 1 KW, 100V; It's aiigap was especially enlarged to 2mm in
order to give it characteristics similar to that of synchronous motor. The two
stator windings connected in series are used for d‑axis field winding and d‑damper

winding, and the remaining one fbr q‑axis field winding. Figure 12 shows the
q‑axis field current and armature terminal voltage of the commutatorless motor
of armature‑field perpendicular type utilizing d‑axis damper current. When i,
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(a) q‑axis field current iq.

(b) armature terminal voltage withie.

(c) armature terminal voltage without

iq･

Fig. 12 Experimental waveforms.

conducts, each armature winding of the motor generates a rectangular voltage
which is constant throughout the conducting peiiod. It implies that the motor
is generating a maximum constant torque without pulsation. The conventional

commutatorless motor with load commutation has no commutation voltage at
B=O. Therefore, P must be set to a large value for a stable commutation. Though
the system utilizing d‑axis damper current has no commutation voltage when P=O,
if the q‑axis field current source is inserted to its damper ciicuit, the motor can be

commutated successfully at fl=O by the transfbrmer voltage from q‑ and d‑axis
field windings. The voltage wavefbrm between the anode and cathode of a thyristor
in the inverter is shown in Fig. 13. It is observed in Fig. 13 (b) that the inverse
voltage is applied upon the thyristor at the end of the commutation period and
the thyristor is commutating successfu11y at P=O. The terminal voltage and the
input current at DC side of the inverter on high speed operation are shown in Fig.

14. Figure 14 (a) shows the waveform in the conventional load commutation
system at fi=600. Though the input current is suMciently smooth, the terminal
voltage varies considerably and the output torque, which is the product of these
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(a) conventional commutation type (B=45e) (b) type utilizing d‑axis damper current (fi‑O)

Fig. 13 Voltage wave forms of thyriston
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Fig. 14 Terminal voltage and input current

two values, varies in proportion to the voltage waveform. But in the system utiliz‑

ing d‑axis damper current, the both waveforms of the voltage and current become
almost constant as shown in Fig. 14 (b), so that it may be inferred that the torque
wavefbrm will contain almost no pulsation.

8. Conclusions
As descrived above, the system utilizing d‑axis damper current has the ad‑
vantage that it is a very simple method to realize the armature‑field perpendicular
system. But, because there is the restriction that this system must obtain the q‑axis
field current from the d‑axis damper current, which exerts an undesirable infiuence

upon the performance of this system, the expected results is obtained only when

the commutation angle of advance is set about 200. Accordingly, this system
will find it's application in the commutatorless motors with load commutation.
The basic system using the q‑axis field alternating current source described in the

previous paper had the advantage that the torque pulsation becomes zero even
at fi‑O and the motor can start by itself, but it had also the fo11owing disadvant‑
ages; (1) the q‑axis alternating field current source with large capacity is necessary

(2) the transformer voltage is excessively high (3) the DC input current is inter‑
mitted at every commutation period. If the d‑axis damper current is utilized addi‑
tionally in this basic system, the above advantage is preserved and the disadvantage
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is improved as fbllows; (1) the capacity of the q‑axis alternating field current source

may be reduced (2) the transfbrmer voltage can be reduced to an acceptable value
(3) the DC input current doesn't intermitted.
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